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Perché usare la CFD? (I)

• La fluidodinamica computazione (CFD) può rappresentare 
oggi per le industrie una nuova modalità per affrontare la 
progettazione di prodotti innovativi, l’analisi e l’ottimizzazione 
delle prestazioni di prodotti esistenti

• Nella fase progettuale la CFD può essere affiancata a costose 
prove in laboratorio/galleria del vento per definire 
velocemente un design iniziale del prodotto



Perché usare la CFD? (II)

• La CFD può essere accoppiata con metodi di ottimizzazione 
basati su algoritmi genetici per migliorare le prestazioni del 
prodotto, “esplorando” in maniera automatica nuovi possibili 
design

• L’uso di modelli numerici ad elevata accuratezza permette di 
analizzare le prestazioni del prodotto in condizioni di off-
design e caratterizzarle con delle grandezze difficilmente 
misurabili sperimentalmente



Come creare un nuovo prodotto da “foglio 
bianco“? (I)
• Collaborazione UniBS-Imbal Carton per la progettazione di un 

drone per la consegna di medicinali
• Vengono definite elle geometrie iniziali di cui si deve valutare 

l’efficienza aerodinamica
• Viene valutato l’effetto di alcuni particolari aerodinamici 

(posizione relativa tra ala ateriore e posteriore, tipo di winglet, 
tipo di copertura dei motori sulle ali, forma della fusoliera)



Come creare un nuovo prodotto da “foglio 
bianco“? (II)

Velocità di crociera: 200 km/h
Eliche fisse

Portanze: 272 N
Resistenza: 67 N



Come ottimizzare un prodotto esistente? (I)

• Collaborazione UniBS-Saleri per l’ottimizzazione di pompe 
centrifughe

• La CFD viene accoppiato con un algoritmo genetico con 
superfici di risposta per esplorare i design che ottimizzano la 
“funzione obbiettivo“ scelta (rendimento)

• Il rendimento dipende dalla forma delle pale e del canale



Come ottimizzare un prodotto esistente? (II)

Table 8.: Uncertain variables

Uncertain variable Deterministic value Uncertainty range
Rotational speed N 2000rpm ±5rpm
System resistance a 1.21 · 105Pa · s/m3 ±5%
Turbulent intensity I 5% 0.1� 10%
Viscosity ratio µT

µ 10 0.1� 50

performances and how this impact changes modifying the design. The uncertainties
here considered are of two type: on the one hand there are boundary condition that
can be managed with the test rig set-up and on the other one CFD conditions that
cannot be experimentally controlled and are not even available as measurement.

The pump rotates at the operating rotational speed, and is plugged in a hydraulic
system, whose resistance is chosen to provide the operating mass flow rate. Uncertain-
ties of the first type are the rotational speed and the hydraulic system resistance, that
can be determined analyzing experimental data and equipment uncertainty. Other
sources of uncertainties, that a↵ect the flow field in a pump, are the uncertainties
on the turbulence quantities. The turbulence intensity and the viscosity ratio are the
parameters that characterizes a turbulent flow, but them values are not uniquely de-
terminable. In this study the turbulence parameters vary in a range according to the
best practice for a centrifugal pump. In Table 8 the range of uncertainty for the four
uncertain variables are summarized. An uniform Probability Density Function (PDF)
is defined for each uncertainty. The optimum found by the SBO with SOGA is con-
sidered as the deterministic optimum.

To comply with the formulation within the CFD solver, the boundary conditions
must be expressed in terms of rotational speed and flow rate. Given the pump and
system curves for a fixed rotational speed and hydraulic resistance, respectively, the
flow rate is derived by intersecting the two curves. The pump curves for the baseline
and the optimum are computed using CFD (see Fig. 12), while the system curve is
estimated as �pTot = a ·Q2, i.e. a parabola passing through the working point, where
the parameter a is proportional to the system resistance. This formulation allows to
apply uncertainty to the system resistance varying the parameter a. Using Fig. 12,
the minimum and the maximum value of the flow rate given by the uncertainties of
the rotational speed and the system resistance are obtained. To simplify the problem,
a uniform PDF for the flow rate is considered, even if this is equivalent to consider

Figure 6.: Convergence history for SBO with SOGA algorithm (left) and EGO (right)
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(a) Pressure field for the parametrized ERCOFTAC

pump

(b) Velocity field for the parametrized ERCOFTAC

pump

(c) Pressure field for the optimized geometry

(d) Velocity field for the optimized geometry

Figure 11.: Comparison of pressure and velocity fields of the baseline and the optimized
geometry

(a) Total pressure head curves of the baseline

and system curves

(b) Total pressure head curves of the optimum and system

curves

Figure 12.: Pump curves of the baseline (left) and the optimum (right) and system curves
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Analisi CFD in condizioni di off-design (I)
• Solutori RANS (standard industriale) non riescono a predire 

correttamente condizioni di off-design o caratterizzate da 
flussi fortemente distaccati

• Necessità di utilizzare/sviluppare modellistica numerica più 
accurata (LES o ibrido RANS-LES)



Analisi CFD in condizioni di off-design (II)
Pompa centrifuga a due stadi

Fig. 15. Streamlines coloured with the instantaneous relative velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and the design (left) and off-design (right) conditions

with the coarse (top), medium and fine (bottom) mesh.

the flow congruence between adjacent passages is lost. A remarkable “two channel” phenomenon alternately consisting of
stalled and unstalled passages is even more emphasized from the vector plots, with an apparent flow congruence existing
between every second of the six passages. In channel B only two vortexes are present, at the entrance of the passages and in
the central and outer part of the channel along the pressure side. In particular the large extent of the suction side recirculation
flow region can be notated, where flow reattaching not taking place until half way downstream. The recirculation bubble
effectively blocks three-quarters of the entrance to channel B, and this in return unstalls channel A. The flow structure in the
central and outer part of channels B gains significant strength towards the outlet, where fluid is swept from suction to pressure
side.The rotation of this vortex brings flow rate backwards along the pressure surface where it is later diverted towards the
suction side, with the apparent effect of suppressing separation there. The unusual boundary of flow separation to the blade
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• to investigate steady and unsteady flow phenomena occurring
at both design and severe off-design conditions,
• to assess the accuracy of ensemble averaged PIV data by

comparison with LDV data, and
• to establish a detailed database that allows the evaluation of

advanced CFD techniques such as large eddy simulations.
Section 2 describes the centrifugal impeller and the test rig and

Section 3 gives details on the PIV and LDV setups and tech-
niques. Section 4 presents the experimental results, including in-
stantaneous and ensemble-averaged PIV velocity data as well as
bin-resolved LDV data, followed by conclusions in Section 5. In
Part II of this paper, Byskov et al. !12", numerical results obtained
using the large eddy simulation technique are presented and com-
pared to the present database.

2 Experimental Apparatus

2.1 Centrifugal Impeller. The impeller under investigation
is a shrouded low-specific speed centrifugal pump impeller that is
used in multistage centrifugal pumps, see Fig. 1, !13". Typical
applications of pumps of this type are water transfer and circula-
tion as well as pressure boosting in industrial process equipment.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the impeller. It consists of six

simple curvature backward swept blades of constant thickness and

blunt leading and trailing edges. The impeller has a plane hub and
a mildly curved shroud plate such that the axial height of the
impeller blade is tapered nearly linearly from 13.8 mm at the inlet
to 5.8 mm at the outlet. Optical access to the impeller passages
was accomplished by manufacturing the entire test impeller in
perspex. Table 1 summarizes the main dimensions of the test im-
peller.

2.2 Test Rig. The measurements were performed in a com-
pact closed-loop test rig specially designed to provide an unob-
structed view of the flow within the impeller. The test rig, de-
scribed in detail by Pedersen !11", consists of a 350-mm high,
400-mm diameter cylindrical tank with perspex casing. The tank
holds 40 liters of demineralized water. The impeller was mounted
on a 16-mm diameter shaft placed vertically in the tank. A
220-mm long, 84-mm diameter straight perspex pipe was used as
inlet pipe to the impeller which discharged directly into the outer
annulus of the cylindrical tank. Here the water rose and recircu-
lated into the central inlet pipe. The impeller was driven by a 0.37
kW motor.
The flow rate through the impeller was adjusted by letting the

water pass through a resistance plate, with an array of small cir-
cular holes, which was mounted at the top of the inlet pipe. By

Fig. 1 Two stages of an industrial multistage pump with the
shrouded centrifugal pump impeller under study, †13‡

Fig. 2 Blade-to-blade „left… and meridional „right… view of the
shrouded centrifugal pump impeller, †13‡

Fig. 3 Measured performance curve for a single stage of the
multistage pump under investigation, †13‡. The design load
condition is marked by a star and the quarter-load condition by
a circle.

Table 1 Impeller geometry and experimental operating
conditions
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Analisi CFD in condizioni di off-design (III)

Velocità radiale: condizioni di design (sx) e off-design (dx)
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Fig. 25. Time averaged radial velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and R/R2 = 0.5 (left), R/R2 = 0.9 (right) at off design condition.
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Fig. 26. Time averaged tangential velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and R/R2 = 0.5 (left), R/R2 = 0.9 (right) at off design condition.
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Fig. 27. Time averaged radial velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and R/R2 = 0.5 (left), R/R2 = 0.9 (right) at off design condition.
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Fig. 19. Time averaged radial velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and R/R2 = 0.5 (left), R/R2 = 0.9 (right) at design condition.
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Fig. 20. Time averaged tangential velocity at z/z2 = 0.5 and R/R2 = 0.5 (left), R/R2 = 0.9 (right) at design condition.

pressure side may also be influenced by secondary flows induced due to the backward curvature of the blades [6]. Huang et
al. [19] presented an analysis of the flow field with two different LES model, in particular with the dynamic Smagorinsky
model and the dynamic cubic non-linear model. Only the latter was able to reproduce the two vortexes structure. The
dynamic Smagorinsky model, insted, predicted an additional recirculation zone occupying the whole passages similarly to
the DX-LES model. This can be caused by a better capability of the dynamic cubic non-linear model in reflecting rotation
effect. Anyway DX-LES model gives satisfying results showing a behaviour comparable to the dynamic Smagorinsky model
and predicting the stall phenomenon and the reverse flow at the outflow.

Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 shows the time-averaged velocity profiles, respectively the radial and tangential component,
at R/R2 = 0.5 and 0.9 and the off-design conditions. In order to compare the performance of the DX-LES model the PIV
results of Pedersen et al. [6], LES and RANS results are take into account and are reported in the graphs. In particular
Figs. 25 and 26 show the comparison between the DX-LES results, with the three different meshes, with RANS by Byskov
et al. [5] with two different turbulence model, Baldwin-Lomax and k-e. While Figs. 21 and 22 with two different LES
model, the localized dynamic Smagorinsky model of Byskov et al. [5] and the dynamic mixed non-linear model of Zhou et
al. [18]. These results confirm that the DX-LES model is able to predict the main turbulent phenomena in the impeller, in
fact the velocity profiles are comparable with higher-accuracy results, i.e. the LES results. Anyway some differences appear
in particular with the experimental profiles. First, at R/R2 = 0.5 in channel A the DX-LES, as well as LES, predict a velocity
profile skewed towards the pressure side, while the PIV profile is skewed toward the suction side. This discrepancy is due to
the prerotation induced in the simulation, which generates upstream vorticity and caused a swirl at the inlet. Unfortunately
the swirl in the experiment is not evaluable and then it is difficult to reproduce the same inlet condition. Here is also clear as
the coarse mesh predicts a wider and anticipate recirculation zone with respect to the fine grid and the LES, along the suction
side. As seen before, at the outlet the radial velocity becomes more uniform and the DX-LES model is very accurate. In
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